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1-4 Players
10-20 minutes

Ages 10+

Slinky Gibbon Games
Created and Designed by Damien Schneider
Developers James Brill, Riley Morse
Editor Courtney Williams
Art and Layout Damien Schneider

Find the Parts. Make the Gadget. Get the Job.
Like all good spy legends, this one starts with a bang… 
originating from the Quartermaster’s lab whilst he was 
tinkering with experimental shoe polish. He leaves behind 
nothing but a decimated lab, a pair of ash-covered, blast 
resistant shoes, and a job opening... for Quartermaster. 
Now, a team of auditors are cracking down over 
concerns of health and safety within the facility and are 
systematically restricting access to each lab. You and the 
other Quarternovices must scramble to use the blueprints 
that survived the blast to create the best spy gadget, and 
win the promotion to Quartermaster!
Applicants beware - with stakes this high, no-one is above 
sabotage.

www.slinkygibbongames.com
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Components
 

1 The Auditors tile
1 HQ tile

8 Lab tiles (double sided)

4 Quarternovices

1 Intern

    28 Parts

        3 Classy

        5 Ingenuity

        8 Stability

        12 Reckless

1 Bag

8 Wing tiles (double sided)

3 EDD-Y 
tokens

4 ID Tags 1 Intern’s 
ID Tag

1 Floor Dice*

2 Action Dice*

*used in STE-VE games only 
(page 14)

EDD-YEDD-Y
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Setup
Each player is assigned a Quarternovice (coloured 
meeple) and a corresponding ID Tag. These can be 
chosen or randomly assigned. Any Quarternovices and ID 
Tags not assigned to players are returned to the box and 
will not be needed during the game.
Shuffle all Lab tiles and deal two (Blueprint side down) to 
each player. Each player chooses to keep one of these to 
be the Blueprint for the Gadget they must try to complete 
during the game. You may look at your Blueprint whenever 
you like, but you do not need to show it to the other players.
Shuffle all the remaining Lab tiles (including those not 
chosen by players) and connect them in a column (Lab 
side up). Place The Auditors tile so that it covers the top 
Lab tile. Connect the HQ tile to the bottom Lab tile.

OPTIONAL: Hidden Features (2-3 players only)
Shuffle all Wing tiles and deal two (Hidden Feature 
side down) to each player. Players chooses one of 
these to be the Hidden Feature for their Gadget. 
Note: you may only look at and choose your Hidden Feature 
after you have chosen your Gadget.

Place all Parts into the Bag. Then draw two Random Parts 
from the Bag and place them in the holes on the HQ tile. 
Note: Parts on the HQ tile are replaced as soon as they are taken.

Place the Intern’s ID Tag, the Intern and the EDD-Y 
tokens in easy reach.
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3 Players 
Special Setup

Shuffle the 
remaining Wing 
tiles and connect 
them to the left 
of every Lab tile.

2 Players Setup 4 Players  
Special Setup

Shuffle all Wing 
tiles and connect 
them to the left 
and right of every 
Lab tile.

Parts placed in HQ tile at 
the start of the game.
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Playing the Game
Players take turns acquiring Parts to build their Gadgets, 
or sabotaging the Gadgets of other players. Each Part 
will help define your Gadget and determine how good 
it is - the better Parts are always more difficult to come 
by. The player with the best Gadget when the Auditors 
have finished inspecting all of the Labs is promoted to 
Quartermaster and wins the game.

Security Clearance (Turn Order)
It seems that something is messing with your security 
clearance - possibly something to do with the Auditors. Some 
days it works a charm, while others it leaves you repeatedly 
scanning the door as your co-workers scuttle past you.
Each round, the turn order is determined by the Security 
Clearance section on the tile that is covered by The 
Auditors tile. The order is from left to right. In 2 and 3 
player games, ignore the icons of Quarternovices that 
have not been assigned to a player.
The Intern is always last in Security Clearance order.

Common Terms 
Discard - place the Part back in the Bag.
Draw - the Part is taken from the Bag.
Rearrange - pick up all of the Parts in your Gadget and 
place them back down in a continuous configuration of your 
choosing (page 10).
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Security Clearance 
(Turn Order)

Stations

Available Stations
One at a time! There is only a limited amount of space at 
each station. So get in first or find somewhere else to tinker.
A Station that already has a Quarternovice on it is not 
Available. Stations on a Lab tile that is covered by The 
Auditors tile are not Available for that Round. 
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The Game Round
1) Get to Work
Not everything was destroyed in the Quatermaster’s blast. 
There should be parts ‘lying around’ to make your Gadget 
(even if that means stealing them from someone else). 
The first player in Security Clearance order completes 
steps ‘a’ and ‘b’, followed by the next player in Security 
Clearance order and so on:

a) Place your Quarternovice on an Available Station 
(page 6). 
b) Follow the Instructions of that Station in the order 
they are written, completing each sentence before 
moving on to the next. All players must immediately 
Attach any Parts they gain to their Gadget (page 10).

Incomplete Instructions
If you are required to Draw Part(s) from the Bag but there are 
not enough left, Draw as many as you can. All other Instructions 
MUST be followed. If you cannot complete a sentence of the 
Instruction then that entire sentence does nothing.

The Intern
If a player has the Intern, they may use it in the same way as 
a Quarternovice after all Quarternovices have been placed. 
Note: you will only have the Intern after picking it up at Closing 
Time (see opposite). You do not immediately pick up the Intern 
when you take the Intern’s ID Tag.
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3) The Auditors
The Auditors are systematically inspecting each Lab 
and assessing it for potential risks. As a result, labs 
that are being audited are off limits to any would-be 
Quartermasters. 
Move The Auditors tile down one Lab in the column so 
that it covers the tile below.  
Any Station(s) on the tile covered by The Auditors tile 
cannot be used this Round (although the Station on The 
Auditors tile can be used every Round). 
When The Auditors tile moves on to the HQ tile, any Parts 
still on the HQ tile are Discarded (placed back in the Bag).
When The Auditors tile moves off the HQ tile (ie, there 
are no tiles for it to move on to), then the game ends and 
players calculate the points for their Gadgets.

2) Closing Time
HQ likes to promote a healthy work/life balance. So at 
close of business everyone needs to pack up and go home 
- no matter how dedicated you are.
Each player picks up the Quarternovice that matches 
their ID Tag. If you have the Intern’s ID Tag, then you also 
pick up the Intern.

All Stations marked with this symbol are unavailable 
when placing The Intern. If there is no available Station 
for The Intern to be placed, instead Draw 1 Random Part.
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Parts cannot be Attached 
diagonally.

Whenever you Discard, Take, 
Give, Swap or otherwise move 
a Part from a Gadget (yours or 
someone else’s), you cannot 
choose a Part that would break 
the Configuration or a Part 
that has all four of its edges 
Attached to other Parts. 

Note: Parts you Attach do not 
necessarily have to follow your 
Blueprints. You may choose to 
Attach Parts elsewhere if you 
wish. However, at the end of 
the game any Parts not within 
the shape of your Blueprint will 
be Discarded (page 12).

Broken 
Configurations

Continuous 
Configuration

Any Parts that you acquire must immediately be Attached 
to your Gadget. The first Part that you acquire will start 
your Gadget. Place it in front of you. 

When placing further Parts, at least one edge of the Part 
must touch the edge of another Part, and all Parts in 
your Gadget must be in a continuous Configuration.

Placing Parts

This Part 
cannot be 

moved.
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EDD-Y Tokens 
The “Explosive Decoy Duck - Yellow” (or EDD-Y) is a device designed 
by the late Quartermaster to keep sticky-beaks out of his work. 
Although an exploding duck in your face is a great deterrent, these 
fickle pieces of engineering frequently malfunction.
If another player causes you to lose one or more Part(s) 
from your Gadget (either by Taking, Swapping or causing 
you to Discard), you may choose to flip your EDD-Y token 
like a coin (if you have one), and apply the result:

BOOM! - EDD-Y works exactly as planned. 
Good EDD-Y. You do not lose the Part(s). 
Discard the EDD-Y token.

CLUNK! - EDD-Y malfunctions. Bad EDD-Y. 
You lose the Part(s) as normal. Do not 
Discard the EDD-Y token. Maybe it will 
work next time.

Note: Discarded EDD-Y tokens may again be taken by players.

You may only flip one EDD-Y token at a time, regardless 
of how many you have.
If a player is required to Discard a Part before causing 
another player to flip an EDD-Y token, the part must still 
be Discarded regardless of the result of the flip. 
If a player attempts to Swap Parts with a player with an 
EDD-Y token, the flip is resolved before the Swap takes 
place (including choosing which Parts will be Swapped).

EDD-YEDD-Y

EDD-YEDD-Y
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Winning the Game

Colour Match - A Part in your Gadget that matches the 
colour in the correct location shown in your Blueprint is 
worth x2 (double) Points.
3 of a Kind (3 points) - You have at least 3 Parts of the 
same colour on your Gadget. This can be scored multiple 
times with different colours or if you have 6 Parts of the 
same colour.
Completed Shape (5 points) - You have completed the 
shape shown in your Blueprint. You do not need to match 
the colours.

After The Auditors tile has moved off the HQ tile, the 
game ends. Count up the points of your Gadget. The 
player who scores the highest has created the most 
amazing spy gadget (relatively speaking) and is instated 
as the new Quartermaster!

Scoring Points 
Any parts that are not within the Blueprint shape depicted 
on your Lab tile do not score points and are Discarded.

Part Types - Each Part in your 
Gadget is worth a number of 
Points listed here depending on 
its colour:

Classy = 5Classy = 5
Ingenuity = 3Ingenuity = 3
Stability = 2Stability = 2
Reckless = 1Reckless = 1
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Hidden Feature (optional) - You have matched the 
colours and shape of your Hidden Feature within your 
Gadget. This is worth a number of Points shown on the 
Hidden Feature tile. 
Note: Hidden Features can be oriented in any way 
within your Gadget.

Ste-ve SCORING
A STE-VE will only score points equal to double the ‘Part 
Type’ value of every Part that they have. They will not 
score any additional Points for things like ‘3 of a Kind’.

This is Ian’s Gadget after the game has finished. The two White Parts on the 
outside are not in his Shoe Gun’s Blueprint shape and so are Discarded.
He has a White (1), an Orange (2), three Purple (9) and a Black Part (5), 
giving Ian a total of 17 points so far. 
Ian has Colour Matched the Purple and the Black Part (but not the Orange 
Part) from his Blueprint, raising his total to 25.
He also has Three of a Kind (3) in Purple (but not the White, as two of 
them were Discarded) and has the Completed Shape (5) from his Blueprint, 
bringing his a total to 33.
Finally, Ian has also scored the Suction Cups Hidden Feature (up the top, 
rotated 90 degrees clockwise), giving him an additional 5 points and a grand 
total of 38 points! Well done Ian.

Scoring Example
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The STE-VE rules allow you to add additional players to 
your game that are controlled by rolling dice. The more 
STE-VEs you add, the more difficult they become.
A STE-VE counts as a player for all intents and purposes. 
As such it will be taken into account when determining 
any Special Setup due to the number of players. The total 
number of players plus STE-VEs cannot exceed four.

Setting Up the STE-VE
Assign the STE-VE a Quarternovice and ID Tag. 
The STE-VE is dealt one Lab tile instead of two. This 
Lab tile is placed back in the box as it will not be used 
to score the STE-VE’s Gadget.
You will need the Floor Dice and the two Action Dice 
to determine the STE-VE’s turn.

Ste-ve RULES

The STE-VE’s Turn 
When it is the STE-VE’s turn in Security Clearance Order 
roll all three dice (Floor Dice and two Action Dice).
Floor Dice
The Floor Dice determines which floor the STE-VE’s 
Quarternovice is placed on. The HQ tile is always  
floor 1. Count upwards to determine the higher floors. 
If there is already another Quarternovice on the floor, 

Specialty Technical Engine - Volunteer Employee
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the STE-VE will be placed on the floor above. This may 
need to be done multiple times if consecutive floors 
are Unavailable. If the STE-VE is unable to be placed 
on the top floor, then it is moved to floor 1. 
All Stations on the floor where the STE-VE is placed are 
Unavailable to other players (including other STE-VEs).
If the STE-VE is placed on the HQ tile then the Intern’s ID 
Tag is Discarded. Players may Take it again in future rounds.
Action Dice: All Others Discard Parts

For each            rolled, all other players (including 
other STE-VEs) must discard a number of Part(s) 
shown. If both Action Dice show Discards they 
are resovled as a single instruction and so can all 
be ignored by a single EDD-Y token. This is always 
resovled first.

Action Dice: Draw Random Parts
For each            rolled, Draw a Random Part and place 
it next to the STE-VE’s ID token. These Parts are never 
Attached to each other. Instead, they remain as 
separate pieces. If there are not enough Parts in the 
Bag, Draw as many as you can.

Action Dice: Take EDD-Y Token
Place an EDD-Y token next to the STE-VE’s ID 
token (if available). The STE-VE will always flip the 
EDD-Y token if another player (including other 
STE-VE’s) would cause them to lose any Part(s).
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Setup
Assign each player a Quarternovice and corresponding ID Tag. 
Each player chooses a Gadget from two random.
Optional: Each player chooses a Hidden Feature from two random.
Shuffle all remaining Labs and connect them in a column. Place 
The Auditors covering the top tile of the column. Connect the 
HQ to the bottom of the column.
Place Wing tiles as appropriate for the number of players.
Place all Parts in the Bag. Put two Random Parts on the HQ.

Playing the Game
1) Get to work
In Security Clearance order each player resolves the Instructions 
of an Available Station by placing their Quarternovice on it.

2) Closing Time
All players pick up their Quarternovice pieces (and The Intern if 
applicable).

3) The Auditors
Move The Auditors down one tile. When The Auditors move off 
the HQ then the game ends.

Winning the Game
Calculate points scored by your Gadget. Most points wins 
and is instated as the new Quartermaster!

Quick play guide


